Systematic evaluation of label-free and super-SILAC quantification for proteome expression analysis.
Advanced implementations of mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics allow for comprehensive proteome expression profiling across many biological samples. The outcome of such studies critically depends on accurate and precise quantification, which has to be ensured for high-coverage proteome analysis possible on fast and sensitive mass spectrometers such as quadrupole orbitrap instruments. We conducted ultra-high-performance liquid chromatography (UHPLC)/MS experiments on a Q Exactive to systematically compare label-free proteome quantification across six human cancer cell lines with quantification against a shared reference mix generated by stable isotope labeling with amino acids in cell culture (super-SILAC). Single-shot experiments identified on average about 5000 proteins in the label-free compared to about 3500 in super-SILAC experiments. Label-free quantification was slightly less precise than super-SILAC in replicate measurements, verifying previous results obtained for lower proteome coverage. Due to the higher number of quantified proteins, more significant differences were detected in label-free cell line comparisons, whereas a higher percentage of quantified proteins was identified as differentially expressed in super-SILAC experiments. Additional label-free replicate analyses effectively compensated for lower precision of quantification. Finally, peptide fractionation by high pH reversed-phase chromatography prior to LC/MS analysis further increased the robustness and precision of label-free quantification in conjunction with higher proteome coverage. Our results benchmark and highlight the utility of label-free proteome quantification for applications such as target and biomarker discovery on state-of-the-art UHPLC/MS workflows.